
 

FSX PHOTOREAL SCENERY KOLKATA VECC

File Description:I made this scenery for the exclusive use of flight simulator add-ons by Matjaz Müller. Currently, the authors of the scenery are the author and a Brazilian aircraft agent. This work covers a total area of three square kilometers, with the main part of the scenery being the runway of the Kolkata airport. The scenery also
includes a VFR-navigation environment (current positioning, arrival and departure procedures) and taxiways and aprons for the Business Terminal and the new terminal. Located in north-eastern India, Assam is famous for its stunning scenery including the Brahmaputra River, and is home to the one-horned Indian rhinoceros, along with

the wild water buffalo, pygmy hog, tiger and various species of Asiatic birds. It also provides one of the last wild habitats for the Asian elephant. The state was the first site for oil drilling in Asia in 1866, and still to this day has the oldest oil well in operation. Located in northeast India, Assam is famous for its stunning scenery including the
Brahmaputra River, and is home to the one-horned Indian rhinoceros, along with the wild water buffalo, pygmy hog, tiger and various species of Asiatic birds. It also provides one of the last wild habitats for the Asian elephant. The state was the first site for oil drilling in Asia in 1866, and still to this day has the oldest oil well in operation.
I've never been to this airport, so I tried to make the scenery as close to reality as possible. Textures, objects, taxidrives etc. were all created using freeware and c++ tools. The night lighting has been upgraded to latest BDX/2013 with the help of some very generous people on the photorealmation forums. But most of the work was done
using my kids and family time on top of my full-time job. I'm not a professional and can't afford to give this mod all the polish it needs. Hence I will continue to work on it, but without the time to do so. So if you enjoy this scenery, I humbly ask you to donate, paypal, or buy the original MSFS version from here, or buy the cbz version from

here: https://www.cablenet.de/philips109746.zip Here is a video link - A video of the KLVT airport with the KMKC night lights - Night version
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